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The Travels of Odoric of Pordenone

This is a privilege and an honor, but to tell the truth I feel a little out

of place here. This Center of Theological Inquiry is practically home for me, but

I feel much more comfortable at Wednesday teas in the Oak Room, than talking

about Italian texts, and sharing the podium with a genuine scholar’s scholar like

Professor Brown.

However, Odoric of Pordenone was a missionary, and so am I. So

how can I help but jump at the chance to talk about a brother missionary, and a

missionary from China at that. That makes him all the more my brother in an

ancestral kind of way for he got to China some six hundred years before I did.

And he is a missionary who should be better known, so I am happy to welcome

a splendid new book about him, and thank the Center for this opportunity to make

him a little better known-thanking in particular the Director, Wallace Alston, and

Professor Robert Jansen, the center’s resident theologian, and Professor Edmundo

Lupieri of the University of Udine, a recent resident member here, who is the

General Editor of the highly acclaimed series published by Wm. B. Eerdman in

which the book is, The Travels of Friar Roderick , by Odoric of Pordenone, edited

with a very important introduction by Professor Paolo Chiesa as vol. ? of Italian

Texts and Studies on Religion & Society .

I must tread carefully. One reason is that the good friar from Friuli

is up for nomination to sainthood, and who am I, a low-church, Calvinist

Protestant, to venture into the territory of the Great Church. Odoric judged

heretics rather harshly. And another reason to be careful is that the heart of

Odoric’s mission is China, and an old China hand once warned me that anything

I might say about China is false. Which, strangely, is true. Anything you say

about any one part of China will be false about some other part. That is especially

important to remember when reading what Odoric said about China.

Let me begin by observing four things which make this fascinating

work so welcome. First, as Professor Chiesa notes, Odoric was the first religious

traveller from Europe to the Far East to write, or dictate, a public report of his

journeys. This makes the book important not only for the study of Christianity in

Asia, but for the study of the history of Asia. Odoric was one of the two people

who more than any others jolted 14th century Europe into the realization that at

the other end of the world was an empire, not just the home of raiding Mongol
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terrorists, but an empire of a size and power and magnificence that equalled, and

in many ways actually surpassed, anything in their own little Europe, a mere

peninsula dangling off the end of the Great Continent, Asia.

Second, in his introduction, Professor Chiesa gives a much needed

summary of the life of Odoric. Odoric doesn’t talk much about himself. So

Professor Chiesa skillfully sifts out what seems most reliable from a number of

early biographies ranging from sugarly sweet and hagiographic to rude and

intentionally adversarial. The result is a picture of a sincerely devout, sharp-eyed

observer and good listener, overly generous to believe what he was told, but with

the integrity to note the difference between what lie had actually seen and what

others had said. It must be remembered that both Pordenone and Marco Polo were

seeing so many real marvels-rocks that burned, powder that exploded, cities three

times as large as Venice-that they were prepared to believe almost anything they

heard about marvels they hadn’t seen.

Third, in that same splendid introduction Professor Chiesa gives us

the best updating, in English, of the state of critical scholarship in an unfinished

task: the difficult task of untangling all the bewildering variations and

contradictions of the 76 different surviving manuscripts of a 670 year-old text, no

one of which can be firmly identified as the original.

And fourth, Professor Chiesa had the wisdom and modesty to identify

and use another scholar’s English translation of the text, Sir Henry Yule’s 1866

elegant translation, which is still the best after almost 140 years.

Until this volume appeared, in today’s English speaking world Odoric

has been an almost forgotten man. Everyone knows about Marco Polo and

spaghetti, but Odoric of Pordenone suffered the usual fate of anyone who comes

in second. He came close. He reached China less than 20 years before Polo

began dictating his memoirs from a jail in Genoa (1298). But say "Odoric of

Pordenone in almost any classroom across the street, and all you get are blank

stares. He’s just a shadow.

Now, out of the shadows comes this book, The Travels of Friar

Odoric . It is like a second life for a man yvho was for a short while as well

known a celebrity as Polo. His funeral was almost out of control, overrun with

miraculous cures and crowds fighting to touch the body. He almost instantly

received local celebrity as a saint, but again he came in only second—second class.

He was beatified, but was never canonized.

But to historians, Odoric of Pordenone still stands high in a once

famed line of world travelers who taught little medieval Europe about big Asia:

Marco Polo, Pordenone, Ibn Battuta the Muslim who, however, was still unknown

1
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world traveler. In those early years he seemed to be doing everything possible to

separate himself from the world. But about 1317, at age 30 or 31, the short, pale-

faced hermit with the reddish, white-streaked, forked beard left both forest and

monastery surprised his superiors with a statement that he was going to Asia as a

missionary. He didn’t even ask for a commission. He just wanted permission.

And getting it, he left for the ends of the earth.

It probably took him about five years to reach China. Chiesa

describes his probable course-and one of the most useful feaatures in his

introduction as published is a map identifying by number the sites he mentions,

together with their names as used today. I won’t retrace that geography of his

journey: but it covered the middle east India, the Malay Peninsula, the South

Pacific, China and Central Asia. The dates are uncertain, but we do know that he

was in India shortly after 1321, and spent three years at the capital of the Mongol

Yuan dynasty (modern Peking), some time perhaps between 1323 and 1328.

The 14th century China that Odoric describes is the China of Kublai

Khan, who conquered it and became emperor half a century earlier. Kublai

Khan’s mother, Sorkaktani, was a Christian, a little remembered fact which, may

partly explain the unexpected welcome that Kublai Khan and his successors gave

to western travelers from Europe. Already Mongol China was separating itself

from its rival Mongol empires in Central Asia which were beginning to turn

Moslem about the time Odoric left China. It was still a golden age for the

Franciscans in China, but a very short one.

Why doesn’t he tell us more about the Christians and the Franciscan

mission? He clearly stated that his purpose was the classic missionary goal:

evangelism—to win souls from the devil for God (42f).. One of his early

biographers claims he performed 20,000 baptisms. But his book would seem to

contradict that. Odoric claims not one baptism, not one convert.

Professor Chiesa is probably right in attributing this to the little

monk’s commendable humility, and Franciscan renunciation of the world’s acclaim

(51). Another reason might be that he was a junior Franciscan monk, and in

China was dazzled to be working under the famous Franciscan archbishop, John

of Montecorvino who was not at all shy about reporting success in planting

churches and converting even an Ongut Mongol prince. The self-effacing Odoric,

perhaps thought it would be wise to let the Archbishop tell of Christian triumphs,

and for himself to be content to describe the astonishing marvels he was constantly

discovering, which in fact might be more interesting to his non-clerical friends

back in Italy than ecclesiastical statistics.
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Just how credible were his descriptions of those marvels? Many are

such obvious fantasies to us in our age of doubt and self-styled modern wisdom,
that I am a little surprised to find two of the best authorities on Odoric, two
historians a hundred years apart and neither one given to wild speculation, Sir

Henry Yule in the mid-1800s, and Professor Chiesa in 2001 in his Introduction

here, both agreeing on the little Franciscan’s innate honesty and integrity. Both
admit he overdid it, and both add, "his account is substantially credible" (44), and

I agree.

But what can we say about the incredible parts: men with ears so big

they use them as covers to keep them warm at night? Well, that rumor is not—
Odoric, it comes from another traveler. What about men with dog faces? I’ve

seen some like that. The melon that gives birth to a lamb (151)? Now that is

Odoric, but he cautions that he did not see it, only heard of it (Y240ff). The
legendary Prester John? Most of Europe believed he was real, but Odoric
cautions, "Don’t believe one hundredth of what you are told about him" (152).

Cannibals in Tibet (153f)?

As a missionary, I was pleased that Prof. Chiesa did not dwell on the

tall tales. Medieval travelers seemed to feel obliged to track down ear-tickling

marvels, much as journalists today seem to look for scary headlines. Chiesa evens

the balance by pointing out that the fact that though Odoric loves strange stories,

and is extemely interested in trade and the economy of Asia, he never forgot his

missionary calling. He makes that very clear. "I crossed the sea", hde said, "and

visited the countries of the unbelievers in order to win some harvest of souls (13).

All through his years of travel, through Armenian, Muslim, Hindu,
Nestorian, animist, and Buddhist territory, he was always asking about the

religious beliefs and practices of the non-Christians—the mark of a good
missionary—and though he candidly condemns their more savage practices such as

suttee in India, or simply labels as absurd what he calls India’s "cow worship", he

is remarkably tolerant of other habits he encounters however bizarre or unseemly
they may seem to him (15).

About Muslims, though, he is consistently adversarial. He must have

been ^®Km.asFK1^aSMus 1 lmjfftilers . Benedict Goes. two .centuries later in China,.renorts

I^an;c£Mpeftdrnof£3teaa aildrfefehd ©fhke ra^iOTatieschMidie^, andrhis cousin,

iee. a prince ot ^noEhex^.railh, and of all.jdie rest of us, he has
5¥SG^fiinS*is(vSt:y different with our

peopole, for they are said to change their religion with their
residence

"

b(iY disi^oirtf93irdiP|ie0^y^l|6if tIn9^ £

hT[l Pe!r§& ' aEfoptCJhnz
15-1607., edited, probably by Ricci, DUtrLisUed

it was non-Christian. At one point he comes close to implying that the Chinese
under Mongol rule are "only a step away from ...salvation and from conversion

to God" (42). He counts the number of Christian doctors attending the Mongol
emoeror: 400 "idolators" (Buddhists). 8 Christians, and 1 Muslim, and comments
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brothers, who succeeded when he died, promptly turned back to their original

Nestorianism.

It was the Nestorians whom the Franciscans labeled as their greatest

enemies. And Oderic, like his brother Franciscans was often times more tolerant

of the Non-Christians in Asia than of the vile Nestorian "heretics" who were far

more numerous in East Asia than Catholics, perhaps as many as 30,000 in China
alone, according to an archbishop of Soltania, where Odoric stopped on the way
to China, and probably again on his way back. Despite the work of the great

Montcorvino, Catholicism never took root in China under the Mongols. The
ruling Mongols granted them great freedom, but there were no lasting Mongol
converts, and no Muslim converts- and among the Buddhists, even though Kublai
Khan favored them a contemporary of Odoric in China commented, "a large

number are baptized, but they do not walk straight in the path of Christianity".

(Yule, Cathay
, 191-197?) [The same archbishop of Soltania blamed it all on the

Nestorians, "[Montecorvino] would have converted the whole country to the

Catholic faith if the Nestorians, those false Christians.. had not hindered him.."
Yule: Cathay . 3:100f.)
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admire Odoric greatly-the shy, reclusive friar who began by shunning the world,
but then caught a great vision and went out to find out everything he could learn
about the world, and save it. He died only a year after returning, but a biographer
says he died on his way to ask the pope to organize another mission to the Far
East. He died trying. He came in second. But Marco Polo was no saint, and I

think that the simple, believing Odoric of Pordenone, despite his Franciscan oath
of poverty, deserves to travel in history better than economy class. But that is

none of my business, is it.

Samuel Hugh Moffett
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The Travels of Odoric of Pordenone

This is a privilege and an honor, but to tell the truth I feel a little out

of place here. This Center of Theological Inquiry is practically home for me, but

I feel much more comfortable at Wednesday teas in the Oak Room, than talking

about Italian texts, and sharing the podium with a genuine scholar’s scholar like )w
j

J

how can I help but jump at the chance to talk about a brother missionary, and a

missionary to China at that, though some six hundred years before I did. So I

thank the Center, and Eerdmans Press, and Professor Lupieri of the University of

Udine, for letting me comment on this excellent new book,
,
The Travels of Friar

Roderick , by Odoric of Pordenone, edited with a very important introduction by

Professor Paolo Chiesa as vol. ? of Italian Texts and Studies on Religion &
Society .

work so welcome. First, as Professor Chiesa notes, Odoric was the first religious

traveller from Europe to the Far East to write, or dictate, a public report of his

journeys. This makes the book important not only for the study of Christianity in

Asia, but for the study of the history of Asia. Odoric was one of the two people

who more than any others jolted 14th century Europe into the realization that at

the other end of the world was an empire, not just the home of raiding Mongol
terrorists, but an empire of a size and power and magnificence that equalled, and

in many ways actually surpassed, anything in their own little Europe, a mere
peninsula dangling off the end of the Great Continent, Asia.

Second, in his introduction, Professor Chiesa gives a much needed

summary of the life of Odoric. Odoric doesn’t talk much about himself. So
Professor Chiesa skillfully sifts out what seems most reliable from a number of

early biographies ranging from sugarly sweet and hagiographic to rude and

intentionally adversarial. The result is a picture of a sincerely devout, sharp-eyed

observer and good listener, overly generous to believe what he was told, but with

the integrity to note the difference between what he had actually seen and what

others had said. It must be remembered that both Pordenone and Marco Polo were
seeing so many real marvels-rocks that burned, powder that exploded, cities three

times as large as Venice--that they were prepared to believe almost anything they

heard about marvels they hadn’t seen.

Professor Brown.

However, Odoric of Pordenone was a missionary, and so am I. So

Let me begin by observing four things which make this fascinating
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hi ® torV is very simple: God works in humanhistory through people; but so does the devil. That is too simplea picture, of course, too starkly dualist. But there is an all-important nuance that must be added: It is God, not the devil whothe Picture - And the frame is not a square but a triangle(the One m Three) . The Cross has sealed the devil out- -not out ofthe picture, but out of the framing future.
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al and that is the picture that has shaped myhole life not only as a Christian, but more specifically as amissionary. I was born on the mission field. My best teacherswere my father and my mother. I went to Wheaton, Princeton andhf educated
' and all three, in different ways, deepened andbroadened my mind but did not shake its foundations. Andincidentally, that does not mean that I have stopped thinking.
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The Travels of Odoric of Pordenone

This is a privilege and an honor, but to tell the truth I feel a little

out of place here. This Center of Theological Inquiry is practically home for

me, but I feel much more comfortable at Wednesday teas in the Oak Room,

than talking about Italian texts, and sharing the podium with a genuine

scholar’s scholar like Professor Brown.

However, Odoric of Pordenone was a missionary, and so am I.

So how can I help but jump at the chance to talk about a brother missionary,

and a missionary from China at that. That makes him all the more my

brother in an ancestral kind of way for he got to China some six hundred

years before I did. And he is a missionary who should be better known, so

I am happy to welcome a splendid new book about him, and thank the Center

for this opportunity to make him a little better known-thanking in particular

the Director, Wallace Alston, and Professor Robert Jansen, the center’s

resident theologian, and Professor Edmundo Lupieri of the University of

Udine, a recent resident member here, who is the General Editor of the highly

acclaimed series published by Wm. B. Eerdman in which the book is, Ihe

Travels of Friar Roderick , by Odoric of Pordenone, edited with a very

important introduction by Professor Paolo Chiesa as vol. ? of Italian Texts

and Studies on Religion & Society .

I must tread carefully. One reason is that the good friar from

Friuli is up for nomination to sainthood, and who am I, a Calvinist, low-

church Protestant, to venture into the territory of the Great Church. Odoric
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judged heretics rather harshly. And another reason to be careful is that the

heart of Odoric’s mission is China, and an old China hand once warned me

that anything I might say about China is false. Which, strangely, is true.

Anything you say about any one part of China will be false about some other

part. That is especially important to remember when reading what Odoric

said about China.

Let me begin by observing four things which make this fascinating

work so welcome. First, as Professor Chiesa notes, Odoric was the first

religious traveller from Europe to the Far East to write, or dictate, a public

report of his journeys. This makes the book important not only for the study

of Christianity in Asia, but for the study of the history of Asia. Odoric was

one of the two people who more than any others jolted 14th century Europe

into the realization that at the other end of the world was an empire, not just

the home of raiding Mongol terrorists, but an empire of a size and power and

magnificence that equalled, and in many ways actually surpassed, anything in

their own little Europe, a mere peninsula dangling off the end of the Great

Continent, Asia.

Second, in his introduction, Professor Chiesa gives a much needed

summary of the life of Odoric. Odoric doesn’t talk much about himself. So

Professor Chiesa skillfully sifts out what seems most reliable from a number

of early biographies ranging from sugarly sweet and hagiographic to rude and

intentionally adversarial. The result is a picture of a sincerely devout, sharp-

eyed observer and good listener, overly generous to believe what he was told,

but with the integrity to note the difference between what he had actually seen

and what others had said. It must be remembered that both Pordenone and

Marco Polo were seeing so many real marvels—rocks that burned, powder that
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exploded, cities three times as large as Venice—that they were prepared to

believe almost anything they heard about marvels they hadn’t seen.

Third, in that same splendid introduction Professor Chiesa gives

us the best updating, in English, of the state of critical scholarship in an

unfinished task: the difficult task of untangling all the bewildering variations

and contradictions of the 76 different surviving manuscripts of a 670 year-old

text, no one of which can be firmly identified as the original.

And fourth, Professor Chiesa had the wisdom and modesty to

identify and use another scholar’s English translation of the text, Sir Henry

Yule’s 1866 elegant translation, which is still the best after almost 140 years.

Until this volume appeared, in today’s English speaking world

Odoric has been an almost forgotten man. Everyone knows about Marco Polo

and spaghetti, but Odoric of Pordenone suffered the usual fate of anyone who

comes in second. He came close. He reached China less than 20 years before

Polo began dictating his memoirs from a jail in Genoa (1298). But say "Odoric

of Pordenone in almost any classroom across the street, and all you get are

blank stares. He’s just a shadow.

Now, out of the shadows comes this book, The Travels of Friar

Odoric . It is like a second life for a man who was for a short while as well

known a celebrity as Polo. His funeral was almost out of control, overrun

with miraculous cures and crowds fighting to touch the body. He almost

instantly received local celebrity as a saint, but again he came in only second-

second class. He was beatified, but was never canonized.

But to historians, Odoric of Pordenone still stands high in a once

famed line of world travelers who taught little medieval Europe about big

Asia: Marco Polo, Pordenone, Ibn Battuta the Muslim who, however, was
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still unknown to Europe for about 200 years, and finally John of Marignolli,

the last of the line, in that 14th century when the world suddenly got larger.

Battuta was unknown in Europe for about 200 years after his journey, and the

important but rather garrulous notes of Marignolli on Mongol China were lost

and not found again until 1786. So for western contacts with the Far East,

and China in particular, Pole and Pordenone, were really the first and most

important travelers to report publicly back to Europe.

Odoric was born about 1286 in the North Italian city of Pordenone

(hence his name, Odoric of Pordenone). Pordenone was closer to Venice than

Princeton is to New York), but it was country, not urban. He entered the

Franciscan order when very young, and as a country boy was ill at ease even

with the company of his fellow friars in the monastery. It was an agonizing

period for Italy both inside and outside the church. France invaded Italy,

imprisoned a pope in his own Vatican, and the took the papacy entirely out

of Italy into "captivity" in Avignon. There was unrest in his own order, the

Franciscans, as it struggled between loyalty to exiled popes, and the heritage

of its Italian roots. Perhaps it was this that led the young priest at one point

to leave the monastery for the life of a hermit in the forest. His biographers

report that he softly refused all offers of promotion and honors, and went to

live alone on bread and water, going about barefoot, scourging himself in

penitence, and wearing prickly hair-cloth or abrasive chain-mail next to his

skin to remind him of his sins, which must have been very small, but he

longed for the peace of forgiveness. This, of course is the standard description

of holiness applied by most medieval biographies to their subjects, but in

Odoric’s case it was probably true.

Who would have expected Odoric, the little Franciscan friar from
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Friuli to turn into a world traveler. In those early years he seemed to be

doing everything possible to separate himself from the world. But about 1317,

at age 30 or 31, the short, pale-faced hermit with the reddish, white-streaked,

forked beard left the forest, as he had earlier left the monastery, and

surprised his superiors with a request for permission to go to Asia as a

missionary. He didn’t even ask for a commission. He just wanted permission.

And getting it, he left for the ends of the earth.

It probably took him about five years to reach China. Chiesa

describes his probable course-and one of the most useful feaatures in his

introduction as published is a map identifying by number the sites he

mentions, together with their names as used today: from Venice to

Constantinople, through Armenia (identifying a mountain ("where rests

Noah’s Ark", he said); and down through Persia by caravan to Baghdad

passing what he thought was the Tower of Babel, then on to India near

modern Bombay, and down the Malabar Coast through Thomas Christian

territory, across to the Malay Peninsula and what is now Vietnam. Then by

ship he sailed to the Indonesian archipelago and through the Spice Islands of

the South Pacific. At last he reached southern China at what is now Canton.

The date is uncertain, but we do know that he was in the Mongol Yuan

dynasty capital of Cambaluc (Peking) for two or three years between 1322 and

1328.

The 14th century China that Odoric describes is the China of

Kublai Khan, who conquered it and became emperor half a century earlier.

Kublai Khan’s mother, Sorkaktani, was a Christian, a little remembered fact

which, together with the well-attested religious tolerance of the Mongols before

Mongol Central Asia began converting to Islam just about the time that
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Odoric arrived in China, may partly explain the unexpected welcome that

Kublai Khan and his successors gave to western travelers from Europe, and

missionaries in particular. Already Mongol China was separating itself from

its rival Mongol empires in Asia. Sorkaktani was a daughter-in-law of Genhiz

Khan, and a power behind the throne in the division of Genhiz Khan’ empire

into three parts, Mongolia, Persia and China. One of her sons became

emperor of Persia, another of Mongolia, and Kublai Khan of China. But in

the pace of one year (1294/95), the friendly Kublai Khan died, and a cousin,

the Mongol Persian emperor, Ghazan, announced his conversion to Islam.

That was about thirty years before Odoric reached China’s capital. It was

still a golden age for the Franciscans in China, but a very short one. And

Odoric was a Franciscan.

Why doesn’t he tell us more about the Christians and the

Franciscan mission? He clearly stated that his purpose was the classic

missionary goal: evangelism--to win souls from the devil for God (42f) . . One

of his early biographers claims he performed 20,000 baptisms. But his book

would seem to contradict that. Odoric claims not one baptism, not one

convert.

Professor Chiesa is probably right in attributing this to the little

monk’s commendable humility, and Franciscan renunciation of the world’s

acclaim (51). Another reason might be that he was a junior Franciscan monk,

and in China was dazzled to be working under the famous Franciscan

archbishop, John of Montecorvino who was not at all shy about reporting

success in planting churches and converting even a Uighur prince. The self-

effacing Odoric, perhaps thought it would be wise to let the Archbishop tell

of Christian triumphs, and for himself to be content to describe the
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astonishing marvels he was constantly discovering, which might be more

interesting to his non-clerical friends back in Italy than ecclesiastical statistics.

How credible were his descriptions of those marvels? So many are

such obvious fantasies to us in our age of doubt and self-styled modern

wisdom, that I was a little surprised to find two of the best authorities on

Odoric, two historians a hundred years apart and neither one given to wild

speculation, Sir Henry Yule in the mid-1800s, and Professor Chiesa in 2001

in his Introduction to this book~I was a litle surprised to find both agreeing

on the little Franciscan’s innate honesty and integrity. He was remarkably

accurate so much of the time, and even some of his marvels bear reasonable

reinterpretation as Yule observed. Both admit he overdid it, and both add,

"his account is substantially credible" (44).

But what can we say about the incredible tales: men with ears so

big they use them as covers to keep them warm at night? Well, that rumor

is not Odoric, it comes from another traveler. The melon that gives birth to

a lamb (151)? Now that is Odoric, but he cautions that he did not see it, only

heard of it, and Yule gives an interesting twist to it (Y240ff). The legendary

Prester John? Most of Europe believed he was real, but Odoric cautions,

"Don’t believe one hundredth of what you are told about him" (152).

Cannibals in Tibet (153f)? Odoric says they even eat the dead, son eating

father or father son, and makeg a goblet out of the head to drink wine from.

There is abundant evidence of the skull wine goblets. And even the part about

sons eating a dead father, horrible though it sounds, has corroberating witness

not only from 13th century missionaries in Mongolia (Carpini and Rubruck,

both Franciscans), but as far back as the Greek and Latin reports of

Herodotus and Cicero and Strabo. [[ The tolerant Odoric stretches for an
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empathetic excuse: it is better to eat the body of the dead ourselves than to

leave it to the worms to eat.]] (Y252ff).

As a missionary, I was pleased that Prof. Chiesa did not dwell on

the tall tales. Medieval travelers seemed to feel obliged to track down ear-

tickling marvels, much as journalists today seem to look for scary headlines.

Chiesa evens the balance, and gives Odoric the missionary credit for paying

more attention to religion, and even to trade and the economy in Asia, than

some critics would have us believe. He finds out what items cost in the

markets and compares the price with what they would cost in Venice.

The fact that he did not boast about his own missionary service

does not hide the fact that he never forgot his missionary calling. He makes

that clear in the introduction to his narrative: "I crossed the sea", hde said,

"and visited the countries of the unbelievers in order to win some harvest of

souls (13).

All through his years of travel, through Armenian, Muslim,

Hindu, Nestorian, animist, and Buddhist territory, he was intensely interested

in asking about the religious beliefs and practices of the non-Christians~the

mark of a good missionary-and though he candidly condemns their more

savage practices such as suttee in India, or simply labels as absurd what he

calls India’s "cow worship", he is remarkably tolerant of other habits he

encounters however bizarre or unseemly they may seem to him (15).

About Muslims, though, he is consistently adversarial. He must

have been happy that no Mongol emperor of China ever converted to Islam,

though in west Asia ane Central Asia animistic Mongol rulers were beginning

to turn Muslim about the same time as Odoric was leaving China. In Persia,
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says Odoric, they [the Muslims] "rule over the [Christians] in everything."

(78)\

But disappointed as he was about India and Persia, about China

Odoric is nearly lyrical. He sees almost nothing to condemn, despite the fact

that it was non-Christian. At one point he comes close to implying that the

Chinese under Mongol rule are "only a step away from ...salvation and from

conversion to God" (42). He counts the number of Christian doctors attending

the Mongol emperor: 400 "idolators" (Buddhists), 8 Christians, and 1 Muslim,

and comments how freely Christians participate in the generous support for

the imperial court for all that they might need (142).

From Odoric also, and other sources, we learn that there were at least

7 Franciscan churches (abbeys might be a better term) in the empire. There

were 3 in the north at Cambaluc (Peking}, with an archbishop and perhaps

2 bishops in Cambaluc (Peking). The archbishop (Metropolitan of China) was

the highly respected John of Montcorvino, under whom Odoric undoubtedly

served for 2 or 3 years. Monntecorvino was the first Catholic missionary to

reach China, about 1294, some 30 years before Odoric. The two other

important Catholic centers were the great port of Zayton in southern China

near the present Amoy, and Yangchou on the Great Canal in central China.

1 Islam under non-Muslim Khans was not so monolithic as under
Muslim rulers. Benedict Goes two centuries later in China reports
that when he approached the prince upon departing from the capital,
an old Muslim priest threw his hat off and exclaimed, "In.. truth,
his man is staunch to his religion, for lo here in the presence of
thee a prince of another faith, and of all the rest of us, he has
no hesitation in confessing his Jesus! 'tis very different with our
peopole, for they are said to change their religion with their
residence" (Y 4:237, Journey of Benedict Goes, b. 1561, a Jesuit,
two years in China 1605-1607, edited probably by Ricci, published
by Trigault in De Christiana Expeditione apud Sinas. Y 4:198ff).
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Zayton had two Franciscan churches and a bishop, but said Odoric, it also

had 3000 Buddhist monks and 11,000 idols (126); and Yangchou, where

Marco Polo had served the emperor as governor, had one Franciscan church

or abbey, and three Nestorian churches (which Odoric noticed but Marco Polo

failed to mention (135; Y. 209f). Odoric also mentions four Franciscan friars

in Hangchow (which he calls Cansay, "the greatest city in the world", "a city

of 12,000 bridges". The friars introduced him to a convert they had made

(one of Odoric’s rare mention of a conversion). The man, he said, "was in

authority" in that great city. (129-134).

Devout Franciscan Catholic though he was, it is a tribute to

Odoric’s honesty that his report does not mention seeing many Catholic

converts in the huge Chinese, and smaller Mongol, population. It is is

biographers who mention exaggerated numbers as high as 20,000 baptisms.

He does not even mention his bishop’s (John of Montecorvino’s) most

celebrated convert, the Ongut Nestorian prince, George, related by marriage

to the emperor, who built the first Catholic church at the capital for the

missionaries. Such a conversion might have made a large shifting of

allegiance from the powerful Ongut tribe from Nestorianism to Cathoicism

had not his brothers, who succeeded him promptly left their new faith for

their old. To the Chinese, Catholics were still European; the Nestorians were

comfortably Mongol. Nor does Odoric mention the Christian Alan

mercenaries at the court, who might have been the largest part of the

Christian population in the capital. They belonged to the emperor’s

bodyguard, perhaps 20,000 of them-neither Chinese, nor Mongol, nor

European, but Caucasians from around the Aral Sea, and in Cambaluc, and

they were Catholic, thanks to the work of John of Montecorvino, and a few
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years after Odoric left the capital for the long journey home to Italy, they sent

a letter to the pope asking for more missionary priests (Y 3:179 Marignolli,

1338).

Odoric died a year after returning to Italy. He died apparently

trying to organize another mission to Asia. But as with the Ongut prince

George, the brave Franciscan mission in China declined as the Mongol

dynasty declined, and about 38 years after Odoric left China, when it fell to

the anti-foreign, anti-Mongol Ming dynasty in 1368, the Catholic chuch in

China disappeared with it. Even the Nestorians, their greatest rivals in

Christian mission in Asia disappeared into Central Asia. For in 14th century

China, the Catholics were European, and the Nestorians were Mongols, but

the Chinese were Chinese. Nestorians, their most feared rivals.

But Odoric died trying, credit that he died on a journey to ask

the pope for more missionaries to China and fell in

To thetraveler for thirteen or fourteen years, obsessed as much

with learning all about everything in the whole outside world as with

converting it; and Finally, the post-China local hero and uncanonized saint,

back home in Italy for only about a year before he died, telling his story to all

who would listen, and apparently trying to organize another more missionary-

centered expedition to China.
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But the church was there. Perhaps 30,000 Nestorians, according

to an archbishop of Soltania, where Odoric stopped on the way to China, and

probably again on his way back. But despite the work of the great

Montcorvino, Catholicism never took root in China under the Mongols. The

ruling Mongols granted them great freedom, but no lasting Mongol converts,

and no Muslim converts, and the Buddhist converts, as a contemporary of

Odoric in China commented, "a large number are baptized, but they do not

walk straight in the path of Christianity". (Yule, Cathay, 191-197?) [The same

archbishop of Soltania blamed it all on the Nestorians, "[Montecorvino] would

have converted the whole country to the Catholic faith if the Nestorians, those

false Christians..had not hindered him.." Yule: Cathay, 3:100f.)

It should be added that the letters of John of Montecorvino, like Odoric a

Franciscan, kept the Vatican well-informed of great things happening

ecclesiastically in Mongol Dynasty China, which may be why Odoric does not

give us as much news of the Nestorians and Catholics as we might expect from

a missionary. He worked with Montcorvino for three years in what is now

Peking and perhaps did not feel free to comment on what his superior, the the

first Catholic bishop in China, was reporting to the Rome about the church

in China.

A further word about Pordenone and his mission. In a world which

trivializes celebrity the remembered name is Marco Polo and he is invariably

connected in popular memory with the spaghetti. Marco was a trader, and

useful. Pordenone was a missionary. He didn’t bring anything useful back

with him, except his memories. All he did was to take the Christian faith into

more parts of the ancient Orient than Marco Polo ever touched: from Greater
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Armenia to Indonesia, and from the Persian Gulf to Peking, [by caravan

across Persia to Bombay; across India to the tomb of St. Thomas near

Madras, down to Ceylon and up by the South China Sea to Canton (three

times as big as Venice, he told his hearers at home), then north for three years

at the court in what is now Peking, of the most powerful man in the world in

the 14th centtury, Kublai Khan]. But now at last, after six hundred years of

neglect, his church is seriously talking of making him a saint. If he were

alive, he would probably refuse the honor. The self-effacing little Friar from

Friuli softly rejected any offers of promotion.


